I meet three Kurds
looks unpleasant in the hands of someone whose intentions
one is not sure of, and the three were waiting for me in
silence as I came along the path. But a Druse guide long
ago taught me two things: that one should be careful to
keep behind people one is doubtful of, and that one should
call out one's greetings from as great a distance as possible.
" Peace be upon you," said L " Is the hotel a long way
off?*'—or words to that effect.
" Upon you be peace," they replied in chorus, and came
forward in the most friendly way. The hotel, they said,
only gave tea by day to the donkey men, and by night its
owner went to sleep in a village much lower down. But
they would take me to their own village.
" Where is that?" I asked.
"Just here," said they, and pointed almost perpendicularly
downwards to where, on a spur of our mountain, a little
patch of houses and trees in a fringe of threshing-floors
pushed out between two ravines. This was Mirg.
" Very well," said I, " but you must call Ismail."
Ismail was now visible, a small figure far away on the
curve of the next hill. The tallest of the three men put his
hands to his mouth and shouted down into the dusky spaces:
" Ya Ismail, ya Ismail, heh!"
A faint voice answered.
" Take the path to the left, die left, heh."
We waited, and a faint voice came back.
" Above the stream, the stream, heh."
Again a reply.
" To the village, village, village, heh."
Ismail turned his mules round.
My new friends were Kurds. The Shah of that time had
settled them here about a century ago, and they had lived
in Mirg ever since, still keeping their own language, though
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